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Activity Worksheet Nr. 2 

Name of activity: Child’s folder 

Target group: parents, teachers 

Learning outcome: ability to communicate  

Resources: paper or plastic folder 

What to do: 

Each child has a portfolio which gathers all achievements during the stay in the kindergartens. It 

includes general information for the child and collection of his works according to the early 

childhood education programs. The main purpose of the portfolio is to show the development of 

the child in the course of acquiring basic key competences in different educational fields. 

Interesting fact is that the general information about the child is filled by both parents and teachers.  

The first part is a questionnaire titled "Who am I?" and it is filled in by the teacher. The 

questionnaire contains the following open sentences which the teacher asks each child to finish: 

my name is…; my nick name is…; I’m … years old; what do your mom/dad work, what is her/his 

profession..; I like to go to the kindergarten because ...; My best friend is..; I most like to play with 

(whom); I mostly like to play (what); My favorite toy is ...; My favorite fairy tale is ...; My favorite 

activity in kindergarten is ...; My favorite dish is…; when I go back home I mostly like to ...; As I 

grow up I want to be…; Describe yourself in one word: I’m …; 

The second part is filled in by the parents and it consist of 12 questions such as: with whom your 

child most often communicates;  What means you use in communication… / education… / 

punishment …; What you are aiming for, what is the most important in bringing up your child; Do 

you have enough time to play with your child?; What kind of games your child is interested in; Is 

your child interested in children's literature?; Does the child in … age already listen carefully; 

Which is your child's favorite toy; How your child reacts when worried; how easily a child can be 

calmed down; does the child knows the professions of both parents; How your child responds to 

verbal or physical aggression.  

The third part is a brief story that represents a personal opinion of the parents about the 

child. Parents have to tell about the interests, abilities, temperament, and favorite activities, what 

they like to do together, different forms of behavior (nervous, closed, sensitive, capricious, child's 

fastidious appetite, bad sleep, stuttering, etc.) of his / her child. Please finish the sentence with one 

word: my child is... 
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